The potential of recent advances in genetics research to supplement elite sport decision-making has potentially extensive implications, but remains highly controversial. One potential application is the use of genetic information to enhance exercise prescription, thereby positively influencing athletic performance and public health domains. Recent research suggests that this is both feasible and potentially beneficial.[@R1] However, such an effective use of genetic information requires a clear understanding of the mechanism by which each reported single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) mediates physical performance. In the absence of such a clear, mechanistic explanation, we are left with vague associations without causative roots. While uncovering gene associations is necessary, it is not sufficient to presume causation. Given the complex entangled routes through which genes and environment interact to express phenotype, superficial association-based logical inferences are likely to be misleading.

Association or causation? {#s1}
=========================

As an example, within the [HEalth, RIsk factors, exercise Training And GEnetics]{.ul} (HERITAGE) Family Study, variation in *CREB1* (rs2253206) predicted heart rate (HR) response to exercise.[@R3] Specifically, the A allele associated with a smaller reduction in HR during a submaximal exercise test following training, with the proposed mechanism relating to long-term cardiac memory. However, research in a separate cohort associated the A allele with a greater exercise-induced temperature increase--- contributing to a less pleasant subjective experience of exercise, potentially reducing motivation to train or carry out an aerobic test.[@R4] Accordingly, it is unclear whether HR responsiveness was modified via biologically mediated adaptations or an increased perception of effort.

Similarly, a SNP within *COL5A1*---rs12722---has been linked to exercise-associated muscle cramps (EAMC), with the CC genotype associated with protection from EAMC during an ultra-marathon.[@R5] However, CC genotypes also recorded significantly slower ultra-marathon times compared with TT genotypes.[@R5] Does this genetic variation directly protect against EAMC or does it result in slower race times, which, given that EAMC is associated with increased neuromuscular fatigue, is what acts in a protective manner? Again, the biological impact of this SNP on EAMC is not clear, requiring more evidence before advice can be given.

Are these relationships consistent? {#s2}
===================================

In addition to resolving the biological mechanisms underpinning the impact of genetic variation on exercise, we must also consider whether these genetic associations are consistent over time and across different cohorts. Much is made of non-responders to exercise, and yet is unclear whether this non-response is consistent, or whether it is a one-time response to an intervention. In addition, it is unclear whether SNPs associated with exercise response in sedentary individuals have similar effects in trained subjects. An SNP in *ACSL1*, rs6552828, had the strongest association with training-induced VO~2max~ improvements in HERITAGE,[@R6] a sedentary cohort. However, in an elite athlete cohort, there was no association between this SNP and elite endurance status (a proxy of high VO~2max~) in Caucasians.[@R7] No further *ACSL1* replications exist. Does variation in *ACSL1* impact exercise adaptation in all humans or only the subset of humans who took part in HERITAGE? If HERITAGE were to be repeated with the same subjects, would the *ACSL1* and aerobic fitness association remain constant? Does this variation affect trained and untrained subjects to the same extent? Answers to these questions are needed before these SNPs should be used to modify the training process.

Effective utilisation {#s3}
=====================

Despite these issues, there are a number of SNPs in which the biological mechanisms are well understood. A common SNP in *ACTN3*, the gene that encodes for α-actinin-3, a protein found exclusively in fast-twitch muscle fibres, results in a premature stop codon. Individuals homozygous for this polymorphism are unable to produce the protein, and as a result tend to have fewer fast-twitch fibres.[@R8] This in turn affects the response to strength training.[@R9] The utilisation of this information holds promise; a recent paper used this SNP in conjunction with 14 others to enhance resistance training response,[@R2] and evidence-based guidelines have been proposed.[@R10] This underscores both the effectiveness and the utility of genetic information in informing training methodologies *when* the biological mechanism is well understood.

Summary {#s4}
=======

Research into the genetics of exercise adaptation is both exciting and promising. As each SNP exerts its influence potentially through a multitude of pathways, some identified gene***--***trait associations may be spurious. Conceptual clarity therefore requires that the causative mechanisms directly linking genotype to phenotype are more clearly deciphered; simply revealing associations are insufficient when the aim is to better inform practice.

Perspectives on the promise of exercise genetics vary widely, with polarised extremes of staunch advocates and deniers. For the majority, the complex relationship between genotype and phenotype promotes a healthy scepticism; nevertheless, a total rejection of the potential utility of gene panels to categorise adaptive subtypes, given promising preliminary findings,[@R1] is premature. Beyond a formulaic statement of the obvious---that correlation is not causation---it seems wise to proceed cautiously, sceptically, but with an open mind as more evidence unfolds.
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